Abstract. Recently, in order to measure human sensibility, diversified researches including facial expression, questionnaire and analysis of bio-signal have been progressed. The objective of this study is to classify human sensibility quantitatively and objectively by using 3 types of bio-signal of PPG, GSR and RESP. First, bio-signal was analyzed by sorting out photos based on 6 types of basic sensibility (delight, laugh, surprise, anger, frustration, sorrow) suggested in IAPS and its variation was measured. Sensibility measurement and classification research could be utilized as sensibility of products or contents and usability assessment indicators and this may be helpful in social, cultural and economic perspective.
Introduction
Human sensibility means complex inner emotional state of human being that is changed by external environment inducing sensibility or inflow of physical stimulus. A method of measuring this human emotion includes sensibility classification based on facial expression, a method of using objective questionnaire and another method of measuring physiological reaction.
As a result of discriminating 6 types of emotional state by using facial expression by Kaliougy and Robinson as a method of sensibility classification using facial expression, discrimination accuracy rate of 77.4% was represented [1] . Emotional discrimination based on facial expression like this shows relatively high accurate discrimination rate but facial muscle has a demerit of enabling spontaneous exercise. Therefore, under the diversified social situation, people may conceal facial expression or substitute it by other expression [2] .
In addition, in case of objective assessment through a questionnaire, as emotion is measured by reviving experienced memory after a test is finished, objective emotion measurement is difficult and it has a limitation that development of emotional change over time is unable to be observed.
However, as reaction of autonomic nerve system that is a physiological reaction is an involuntary reaction that is unable to be controlled personally, objective measurement is enabled and its quantification is convenient [3] . Therefore, in this study, sensibility was classified by using bio-signal of RESP (Respiration), PPG (Photoplethysmography), GSR. First, in Chapter 2, as a relevant research, sensibility research through bio-signal was explored and in Chapter 3, bio-signal was measured and its result was estimated through a test and in Chapter 4, this study was concluded.
Related Studies

A Study on sensibility classification using PPG
Among cardiovascular reaction, PPG signal is a bio-signal measuring blood flow waveform in peripheral blood vessel. PPG signal is used for measuring blood pressure or respiration rate non-invasively. As PPG signal is allowed to be attached to earlobe as single sensor, its attachment is more convenient than any other sensors and its use is easy as there is no restriction on hand movement.
HRV (heart rate variability) is a non-invasive tool for measuring the state of autonomic nerve system and it shows coincidence between physiological element and frequency spectrum. That's why a research of applying HRV to biofeedback that is a manipulation of transmitting to living body by changing neuro-physiological state of living body into stimulus information have been progressed actively [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A Study on sensibility classification using GSR
GSR means electric impedance of skin and its change and generally, mental state of target could be identified by measuring resistance between two electrodes by using the fact that sweat gland activity in palm and sole is sensitive to mental stimulus or surrounding situation. Fig. 1 shows location of electrode that measures GSR of hand and foot being used in general. A study of assessing sensibility through measurement of electric reaction of skin is performed by using SCR signal or GSR. SCR and GSR are typical bio-signal having close relation with physiological excitement. In case of electric reaction of skin, arousal level is assessed by measuring potential difference being changed by sweat generated in sweat gland by attaching electrode to fingertip. In case of electric reaction of skin, under arousal condition, reaction of SCR amplitude being increased is represented [8] .
3 Measurement method of bio-signal and test result
RESP and PPG
In order to perform a test, Lang et al. [9] sorted out photos of 6 types of basic sensibility among 480 photos of standardized IAPS (International affective picture system) and presented it to test subjects. Test was organized based on total 20 persons including each 10 adult males and females.
As shown on Fig. 2 , respiration and pulse signal are moving based on constant cycle and by measuring occurrence frequency of this signal, respiration or pulse frequency per minute could be measured. By measuring these signals by storing data for I minute in queue in real time signal processing, respiration or pulse frequency of recent I minute could be identified from the data measured in the past.
Fig. 3. Photoplethysmography, RESP signal
As detection algorithm in real time, threshold algorithm that is frequently used in general is used. Pulse wave measurement that measures PPG reaction and blood flow volume change at fingertip are relatively simple and as it provides information of pressure change based on cardiac output and contraction of peripheral blood vessel, it could be a useful indicator. Volume change is measured by measuring absorbed and penetrated amount by transmitting light having wavelength of 600-800mm that is easily absorbed by oxidized hemoglobin in peripheral blood vessel (fingertip or earlobe) exposed to skin. As peripheral blood vessel is reacted sensitively to mental Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.87 (Art, Culture, Game, Graphics, Broadcasting and Digital Contents) tension, it is reflected. Pulse height, that is, pulse pressure, has relation with cardiac output and it is also affected by expansion and contraction of peripheral blood vessel. Physiological mechanism by wave height change has not been clarified in many respects but there is a research result that base line change has relation with activity of sympathetic nerve. In addition, it was reported that when listening to music or someone is under unstable condition, pulse height is reduced. There is another research result that from an interpretation of pulse wave spectrum, base line component is increased at the time of uneasy condition. By attaching PPG sensor to index finger, bio-signal is measured.
GSR (Galvanic Skin Resistance) Reaction and Measurement Method
Human skin comprises epidermis, derma and subcutaneous tissue and as sweat gland activity is increased, sweat is generated and electric conductivity of skin is changed by salinity that is main ingredient of sweat and so, change of conductivity by strength or change of visual stimulus could be indicated. In addition, GSR is a type of EDA (Electro Dermal Activity) value that shows different activity by antagonism of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve system depending on skin sites and GSR potential is represented by the result of potential difference being generated by potential of skin itself and current flow being passed through sweat gland. Resistance of internal tissue is app. 100-150 and it varies by change of sweat gland activity.
Test Result
As a result of test as shown on Table 1 , PRV was increased at the time of unpleasant condition, arousal and MMI was increased at the time of emotional relaxation and GSR could be utilized as indicator of positive/negative reaction relevant to parasympathetic nerve system activity. Respiration generally showed a result of being increased at the time of stimulation of fear such as surprise. 
Conclusion
In order to classify 6 types of basic sensibility, this study analyzed bio-signal of test subjects by presenting photo stimulus of IASP. Test was performed in a way that by measuring variation before and after presenting stimulus, 3 bio-signals of PPG, GSR and RESP was estimated as PRV, MMI, RESP value. As a future study, a study on mixed sensitivity assessment that measures and compares subjective sensitivity classification method and classification through bio-signal measurement at the same time will be progressed and another study of measuring and classifying sensitivity of another bio-signal such as brain wave or ECG (Electrocardiogram) in addition to 3 types of bio-signal will be also progressed.
